We have developed an effective probabilistic classifier for document classification by introducing the concept of the differential document vectors and DLSI (differential latent semantics index) spaces. A simple posteriori calculation using the intra-and extra-document statistics demonstrates the advantage of the DLSI space-based probabilistic classifier over the popularly used LSI space-based classifier in classification performance.
Introduction
This paper introduces a new efficient supervised document classification procedure, whereby given a number of labeled documents preclassified into a finite number of appropriate clusters in the database, the classifier developed will select and classify any of new documents introduced into an appropriate cluster within the learning stage.
The vector space model is widely used in document classification, where each document is represented as a vector of terms. To represent a document by a document vector, we assign weights to its components usually evaluating the frequency of occurrences of the corresponding terms. Then the standard pattern recognition and machine learning methods are employed for document classification (Li et al., 1991; Farkas, 1994; Svingen, 1997; Hyotyniemi, 1996; Merkl, 1998; Benkhalifa et al., 1999; Iwayama and Tokunaga, 1995; Lam and Low, 1997; Nigam et al., 2000) .
In view of the inherent flexibility imbedded within any natural language, a staggering number of dimensions seem required to represent the featuring space of any practical document comprising the huge number of terms used. If a speedy classification algorithm can be developed (Schütze and Silverstein, 1997) , the first problem to be resolved is the dimensionality reduction scheme enabling the documents' term projection onto a smaller subspace.
Like an eigen-decomposition method extensively used in image processing and image recognition (Sirovich and Kirby, 1987; Turk and Pentland, 1991) , the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) method has proved to be a most efficient method for the dimensionality reduction scheme in document analysis and extraction, providing a powerful tool for the classifier (Schütze and Silverstein, 1997) when introduced into document retrieval with a good performance confirmed by empirical studies (Deerwester et al., 1990; Berry et al., 1999; Berry et al., 1995) .The LSI method has also demonstrated its efficiency for automated cross-language document retrieval in which no query translation is required (Littman et al., 1998) .
In this paper, we will show that exploiting both of the distances to, and the projections onto, the LSI space improves the performance as well as the robustness of the document classifier. To do this, we introduce, as the major vector space, the differential LSI (or DLSI) space which is formed from the differences between normalized intra-and extradocument vectors and normalized centroid vectors of clusters where the intra-and extra-document refers to the documents included within or outside of the given cluster respectively. The new classifier sets up a Baysian posteriori probability function for the differential document vectors based on their projections on DLSI space and their distances to the DLSI space, the document category with a highest probability is then selected. A similar approach is taken by Moghaddam and Pentland for image recognition (Moghaddam and Pentland, 1997; Moghaddam et al., 1998) .
We may summarize the specific features introduced into the new document classification scheme based on the concept of the differential document vector and the DLSI vectors:
1. Exploiting the characteristic distance of the differential document vector to the DLSI space and the projection of the differential document onto the DLSI space, which we believe to denote the differences in word usage between the document and a cluster's centroid vector, the differential document vector is capable of capturing the relation between the particular document and the cluster.
2. A major problem of context sensitive semantic grammar of natural language related to synonymy and polysemy can be dampened by the major space projection method endowed in the LSIs used.
3. A maximum for the posteriori likelihood function making use of the projection of differential document vector onto the DLSI space and the distance to the DLSI space provides a consistent computational scheme in evaluating the degree of reliability of the document belonging to the cluster.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 will describe the main algorithm for setting up the DLSI-based classifier. A simple example is computed for comparison with the results by the standard LSI based classifier in Section 3. The conclusion is given in Section 4.
Main Algorithm

Basic Concepts
A term is defined as a word or a phrase that appears at least in two documents. We exclude the so-called stop words such as "a", "the" , "of" and so forth. Suppose we select and list the terms that appear in the documents as
in the collection, we assign each of the terms with a real vector is a global weight of all the documents, which is a parameter indicating the importance of the term in representing the documents. Local weights could be either raw occurrence counts, boolean, or logarithms of occurrence counts. Global ones could be no weighting (uniform), domain specific, or entropy weighting. Both of the local and global weights are thoroughly studied in the literatures (Raghavan and Wong, 1986; Luhn, 1958; van Rijsbergen, 1979; Salton, 1983; Salton, 1988; Lee et al., 1997) , and will not be discussed further in this paper. An example will be given below:
by the following formula:
The normalized centroid vector
of a cluster can be calculated in terms of the normalized vector as
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can also be set to be an average number of recalls divided by the number of clusters in the data base if we do not require that the clusters are non-overlapped 2 For a cluster with elements, we may include at most ! . We now define the likelihood function as, 
Examples and Comparison
Problem Description
We demonstrate our algorithm by means of numerical examples below. Suppose we have the following 8 documents in the database: simultaneously, giving no indication on the appropriate candidate of classification simply by counting the "common" words among documents.
We will now set up the DLSI-based classifier and LSI-based classifier for this example.
First, we can easily set up the document vectors of the database giving the term by document matrix by simply counting the frequency of occurrences; then we could further obtain the normalized form as in Table 1 
DLSI Space-Based Classifier
The normalized form of the centroid of each cluster is shown in Table 2 . Following the procedure of the previous section, it is easy to construct both the differential term by intra-document matrix and the differential term by extra-document matrix. Let us denote the differential term by intra-document matrix by ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ' ) ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( to test the classifier. Now using equations (3), (4) and (5) 
LSI Space-Based Classifier
As we have already explained in Introduction, the LSI based-classifier works as follows: First, employ an SVD algorithm on the term by document matrix to set up an LSI space, then the classification is completed within the LSI space.
Using the LSI-based classifier, our experiment show that, it will return y , namely "Physics", as the most likely cluster to which the document ' belongs. This is obviously a wrong result.
Conclusion of the Example
For this simple example, the DLSI space-based approach finds the most reasonable cluster for the document "The elements of computing science", while the LSI approach fails to do so.
Conclusion and Remarks
We have made use of the differential vectors of two normalized vectors rather than the mere scalar cosine of the angle of the two vectors in document classification procedure, providing a more effective means of document classifier. Obviously the concept of differential intra-and extra-document vectors imbeds a richer meaning than the mere scalar measure of cosine, focussing the characteristics of each document wheere the new classifier demonstrates an improved and robust performance in document classification than the LSI-based cosine approach. Our model considers both of the projections and the distances of the differential vectors to the DLSI spaces, improving the adaptability of the conventional LSI-based method to the unique characteristics of the individual documents which is a common weakness of the global projection schemes including the LSI. The simple experiment demonstrates convincingly that the performance of our model outperforms the standard LSI space-based approach. Just as the cross-language ability of LSI, DLSI method should also be able to be used for document classification of docuements in multiple languages. We have tested our method using larger collection of texts, we will give details of the results elsewhere. . 
